
Dear Professor Stephen King, Ms. Jo Watson and Mr. Bill Scott, 

In accordance with Commission's desire to receive written submissions from 
interested parties to aid and assist in your work please find below our 
submission made by both myself and my wife Alison Tascone both Registered 
Pharmacists 

This is in addition to the previous submission sent in by Damien Gance on 
behalf of all proprietors of all Chemist Warehouse retail pharmacies. 

Alison and I have been registered since 1990 and we have both enjoyed some 
great times working in what we both think is a great profession. Our ambition 
from university days and the reason we chose Pharmacy as a career was so we 
could apply our skills in the health sector and to one day work for ourselves in 
our own business and be masters of our own destiny 
This goal became a reality in 1992 when we opened our first store. We have 
owned and operated many stores over the years in many parts of Australia in 
all different shapes, sizes and formats. Our current group of stores trade in 
many diverse areas of Australia and we have learnt a lot trading in these 
different communities. We have stores branded Chemist Warehouse which as 
you know are the big box format with low price prescription prices and a few 
My Chemist stores as well which are the more traditional upmarket stores we 
run with regular script pricing. We have stores trading in built up urban c:ireas 
as well as a few in regional parts of the country. Some shops are in major 
shopping centres, some in high street locations and some in standalone 
environments. 
Many of our stores are in partnerships with Pharmacists who like us grew up in 
our business from Student Pharmacists to Interns and then through to 
Pharmacists in Charge in one of our stores before we joined forces in 

partnership . 
So we thought given the opportunity we would like to add our thoughts re this 

review into Pharmacy 

On the Subject of Pharmacy Remuneration and the questions posed starting on 
page 53 of the discussion paper 
During discussions over the past few months there has been lots of debate 
about differential Remuneration according to the type of retail store. As 
Damien mentioned we are all universally opposed to this ridiculous proposal. 
The fact is that no matter how many different types of stores or banner groups 
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there are, the one thing that all pharmacies have in common is that they all 
have Pharmacists, all of them are trained health professionals and all with the 
same qualifications registered in each state or territory who have a 
professional duty of care to dispense medications and provide counselling for 
all medicines they dispense in accordance to Pharmacy Board guidelines. There 
are a whole host of other responsibilities that we as Pharmacists all equally 
have to carry out on a day to day basis. Splitting Remuneration or limiting the 
opportunity for any Pharmacist to conduct extra professional services based on 
what that store charges for medications is nonsense. 
We are all Pharmacists and any individual or organization suggesting some 
Pharmacists provide less service because of what a customer pays for a drug at 
the till is unfair and an insult to Pharmacists like us and thousands of 
Pharmacists working in similar stores. 
We work and operate 2 completely different models when it comes to pricing 
of prescriptions 
Chemist Warehouse (discount scripts) and My Chemist (Regular script prices). 
We have Pharmacists who work in both stores regularly in a normal week as do 
we. Our practice as Pharmacists and our instructions to Pharmacists don't 
differ according to which store we work in on any given day so why should the 
Remuneration differ? 
Maybe if we want to look at different levels of Remuneration for different 
pharmacies we don't focus on the type of banner that store uses and rather 
focus on what that store delivers in its actual service quality to its patients? 
We are happy to back the stores we own if there was a rating based on what 
the public consider as good service as we know we would be top of the list. 
As you know Roy Morgan always has our stores on top of the list of the 
customer satisfaction surveys. 
But it's not just customer satisfaction ratings we are happy to be judged by. 
The other key indicator of good patient care is to measure compliance rates of 
people taking their medications as prescribed fully by their GP 
Our compliance rates easily lead the way here 
The fact is as a Pharmacist working in one of our stores we get to focus solely 
on what we are there for and that is the practice of Pharmacy 
Having reflected upon how and why Chemist Warehouse pharmacies are able 
to provide as good if not better service than other pharmacies even though we 
charge reduced priced I realised that the reason is owing to our head office 
support network. The Chemist Warehouse head office provides a vast myriad 
of administration services; from HR and IR support, to IT software and 
hardware support, to accounts payable, receivable, pay roll, loss prevention 
and security ... just to name a few. This complete administrative back end allow 



us both and the retail pharmacists who work in our stores to spend all their 
time delivering patient services, undistracted by the need to engage in back of 
house administrative tasks. 

The head office has freed up our professional staff to deliver the best 
pharmacy experience possible for all our patients 

I guess the only burden now we have to face is the QCPP administrative 
burden which actually in many cases is substandard or outdated compared 
with what our head office support network provide for our stores-I will talk 
more about QCPP later 
We have both worked and run stores during our career where the Pharmacist 
had to do everything. From rostering, to the banking and balancing tills, 
reordering stock and arranging buys with reps. These are just a few things that 
we had to contend with in our early years which really put pressure on 
dispense and counselling times. Thankfully those days are over because of this 
head office support. We have no doubt that this back office support is the 
reason why we can deliver high quality service to our patients every day no 
matter how busy the store gets. Something that many other Pharmacy 
businesses today struggle with. 
That's why we strongly disagree with different Remuneration based on the 
business model that a Pharmacy chooses to operate with 

As for Remuneration for dispensing and professional services in general 
We believe most extra professional services introduced over the last few years 
by the government in negotiation with the Guild are services that pharmacists 
are getting paid for are that are not actually extra services that provide 
incremental health benefits to patients. They are really mandatory 
requirements and responsibilities of a pharmacist. It should be assumed that 

pharmacists do these things with the dispensing of every prescription and 
consequently should be paid accordingly in the dispensing of every 
prescription. ie the dispensing fee. 
These so called "professional services" pathway that has evolved over the last 
few years we believe is leading to a separation of the professional services 
from the dispense procedure 
We think that this leads to a culture of Pharmacists only servicing patients if 

they get pa id 
We also believe and this is solely our opinion, that it was a way for the Guild to 
source revenue for themselves. After all these service agreement payments 
came into place and were negotiated by the Guild to counter the massive loss 
to dispense fees due to price disclosure. No surprise to me that all these 
professional services and all paths leading to getting this Remuneration all tie 



into The Guild. Be it software required to claim the monies or being QCPP 
accredited. The whole process is wrong. Dispense fees and margins in 

dispensing should have been maintained and these professional services 

should be given to consumers as they were previously for many years as part 
of the normal dispense process. 

The fact that these 5 CPA programs including Clinical Interventions, DAA,s and 
MedsCheck of today have great names put to them which sound amazing but 
at the end of the day are just that, names. 
They are nothing new. 
It's just normal Pharmacy practice as far as we are concerned and what we 
have always done in our years in Pharmacy and this is why these shouldn't be 
funded separately but should be part of the dispensing Remuneration mix. 
What we have by separating and giving these services clever names is to 
increase the administrative burden on Pharmacists to claim these monies. 
This burden takes Pharmacists time away from what they should be doing. Plus 
when you add to this the QCPP requirement the administrative burden 
becomes even more intense. 
Whilst on subject of QCCP we still don't know today why we have a situation 
whereby Remuneration for these professional services is reliant on being QCPP 
accredited. 
Just like Pharmacists we believe Pharmacies are Pharmacies. If they are 
approved fit for trade by the Pharmacy Board in each state why should this 
extra layer of administrative nonsense that we believe QCPP is, be required to 
get these funds for services that we should be providing anyway as part of 
what we do every day as Pharmacists. 
If the things listed in QCPP Pharmacy practise wise are so important then why 
are they not Pharmacy Board requirements for all pharmacies trading in 

Australia. 
Why are there things in the QCPP program that contradict what the state 
based pharmacy board requirements are? 
For example in NSW there is no requirement for S2's to be housed within the 
Professional Services Area (PSA) of the Pharmacy like in all other states. 
QCPP requires all S2's to be housed within the PSA. So in our NSW stores we 
have many that trade up against stores that are not QCPP accredited who are 
able to display their S2's throughout the store as they wish. From a retail 
perspective this puts our stores and any other pharmacies that are QCPP 
approved at a competitive disadvantage compared to our competitors who are 

not. 



Now I have to say I agree that current NSW rules for 52 displays in NSW are too 
lax and they should all belong in the PSA area but I just wanted to use this 
example where QCPP contradicts the local state rules for Pharmacy 
There are plenty of other examples out there. 

Our point is lets have one set of rules or guidelines to follow created and 
administered by a truly independent body which we believe is The Pharmacy 
Board 

This other layer of procedures is unnecessary in the delivery of healthcare to 
Australians 

As for all the other things in QCCP like OH&S, workplace relations, employment 
of staff, etc well these are just standard practise requirements for any business 
trading under the small business laws for each state. Each state already have 
rules in place and authorised officers to police and enforce these rules making 
sure all businesses comply with these laws to ensure we look after this as 
business owners. 
To have this extra layer means we have to do the work twice and in many 
cases in a more inefficient way that is required by QCCP. 
For example we keep many of our procedures online for all our stores to 
enable quick and efficient access to at all times. Information which is always 
updated and kept up to date at all times. 
QCPP still requires these procedures to keep as physical copies in store. 
With procedures and policies changing all the time just updating the physical 
paperwork is a nightmare 
We are in the year 2016 not in the 1980s anymore! 
Again another case of unnecessary administrative pressure put on the 
Pharmacists taking them away from the practise of Pharmacy and servicing 
customers. 
As for some of the procedures in these manuals well I really don't think a 
customer gets better service in a Pharmacy just because they learnt how to 
deal with a bomb threat! 
We seriously don't believe the general Australian consumer knows what the 
difference between a QCPP accredited pharmacy is to one that is not 
All our Pharmacies are QCPP accredited nonetheless because we need it to 
claim the SCPA funds but apart from that we still don't understand or see the 
value it brings to our businesses we own or most importantly what extra 
benefit it gives to consumers. 
We do however absolutely understand what value it brings to the Guild! 



On high cost drugs 

This is becoming a very huge burden on ours and many businesses. To dispense 
medications of the order or 20K and to be remunerated only $50 or so is a 
risky practice. 

Think about it. We pay 20k to keep an injection on the shelf. Hopefully the 
script comes and we can claim the dispensing before the stock needs to be 
paid for to the wholesaler. 

If we dispense it and there is something even minor out of place on that script 
or if PBS online crashes and the script claim gets lost and it gets rejected we 
are out of pocket 20k. 
No small business I know anywhere in Australia would stock such a product for 
such a minor return. 
We do stock these in our Pharmacies based solely on the fact that our 
established businesses have the cash flow to fund it but it's becoming 
abundantly clear by the volumes we are now doing in our stores that many 
other Pharmacies are not stocking or bothering to dispense these drugs at all 
because of this risk factor and huge cash flow burden it puts on the business. 
Frankly we don't blame them for not stocking them 
If you were in a casino you would never take those odds so we understand why 
others are refraining from dispensing these expensive drugs. 
These drugs are however super important and should be kept and dispensed 
by all pharmacies throughout Australia so that everyone has access to them. 
The funding model for these drugs should be changed to help Pharmacy 
businesses to keep them in stock 
Our suggestion is that let the Manufacturer as part of the PBS approval process 
sign off on the supply of these expensive drugs to pharmacies and pipefill 
every pharmacy without charging for the stock. 

Once the pharmacy dispenses the drug and puts in the claim then the 
manufacturer can invoice the pharmacy for what's dispensed. 
Let's put the onus on the manufacturer. They need the drug to be PBS listed so 
why not have them fund the cash flow required to keep the stock on every 
Pharmacy shelf as part of this approval process. 
Make this the rule for any drug over SK. 
We would be happy to dispense and make less than the miserly fee currently if 
it took the risk out of the equation and gave us the ability to make sure we had 
stock on hand at all times to service patients requiring these important drugs 
whilst ensuring that the risk in stock loss is minimised 



As for Script Pricing 

We believe Pharmacies should be able to charge freely what they want for 
medication they dispense. Whether that is higher or lower. We live in a free 
market so I am not sure why there should be limitations on what we sell 
prescriptions for. 

If Pharmacists want to charge extra they should be free and able to do so and 
likewise the opposite. I'm not talking about just non-claimable PBS items or 
private scripts I mean all scripts even co-payments if one desires. 
Having set prices isn't allowed in general retail. I think it's called collusion . So 
why should pricing be uniform across Pharmacies or limits be put in place on 
how low or high we can price our scripts at? 
At the end of the day we all answer to our customers and we would like to 
price our prescriptions according to what our customers believe is fair and 
reasonable and not by a bureaucratic third party. 

Remuneration for Harm minimisation programs 

During our times we have run many harm minimisation programs in stores we 
have owned. Having lived through this experience we believe the current 
model is not adequate and a reason why many Pharmacies including mine 
don't offer this service. 
Whether it be Methadone or Subutex, pharmacy gets the stock for free which I 
believe funded by state. However in order to make this service viable we have 
to charge the patients a daily rate for dispensing. When I used to do this we 
charged $5 per day or around $30 per week. 
Considering the type of patients we see, getting the money or chasing this 
money on a daily basis proves to be challenging. 

As a pharmacist at the end of the day you aren't going to deny them a dose 
because they haven't paid their last bill. It's not in our nature as healthcare 
professionals. 
Coming up with the money to stay in these programs is hard for many people 
We strongly believe there would be more people participating in these harm 
minimisation programs and loads more pharmacies offering this service if the 
patient contribution was funded by the PBS. 
I couldn't think of a better use of Federal money than to help more Austra lians 
get onto these harm minimisation programs 



On the Subject of Pharmacy Regulations and the questions posed starting on 
page 55 of the discussion pa per 

It is the year 2016 and seeing this review into Pharmacy looks at what is best 
for patient's access to medicines in the future I would like to bring up the 
subject of paperless scripts 

Security concerns aside which I am sure can be resolved with the right 
technology we are still surprised that in today's day and age with the 
technology available why there is still the need for patients to present with a 
physical prescription 
Most scripts these days are computer generated and surely there is a way for 
these scripts to be left on a cloud somewhere and patients can then have them 
dispensed wherever they choose to get their scripts filled without the hassle of 
finding their scripts. Those scripts on the cloud patients have access to at all 
times so they are aware how many repeats are left and when they need to go 
see their doctor again. 
Many pharmacy groups including ours now even have APP's which do this but 
this still requires the patients physical script to be left on file in the Pharmacy. 
This is again another unnecessary complex administrative layer that really 
shouldn't be there in today's day and age with the technologies that exist. 
This method of dispensing may not be for the baby boomer generation but for 
the Gen X and generations after this it would be a great improvement and 
make access to dispensing of their prescriptions much more convenient 
When access to medications become more convenient there is no doubt 
patient compliance improves. 
Paperless scripts would also finally make on-line dispensing of medications a 
real alternative and improve access to prescription medicines for more 
Australians especially for those Patients in remote locations with limited access 
to Pharmacy or limited choice of which Pharmacy they can get their scripts 
from. On-line trading in Australia has boomed in the last few years as more 
and more time poor customers prefer the convenience that on-line shopping 
brings. Unfortunately on-line scripts have never really taken off because todays 
laws aren't changing fast enough to accommodate the ever changing needs of 

today's customers. 
Again I emphasise security concerns aside this change needs to happen to suit 
customers of today and into the future and is another way we can improve 
delivery of healthcare to more Australians 



Relocation Rules and Ownership Laws 

As Damien stated in his submission we are totally opposed to the relocation 
rules as well as state ownership rules limiting ownership to Pharmacists only. 
Obviously at the same time we know that the responsibility for dispensing of 
medications and sale of all scheduled medicines within the PSA areas of each 
Pharmacy are to remain controlled by the Pharmacist in Charge and they need 
to be in an approved premises as currently set out by the Board. 

Alison and I became Pharmacists the year the freeze on new approval numbers 
came in and the first relocation rules came into place. 
Before that anyone could get a free number and open anywhere they liked and 
this was the reason we both got into pharmacy 
Imagine our shock when these rules came in 
This immediately meant pharmacy prices skyrocketed 
Pharmacies worth nothing automatically gained goodwill. 
Our only way towards ownership was to now buy an existing store 
Our path to ownership meant we have to pay for this artificial goodwill created 
by these new laws 
An artificial goodwill which has caused the demise of many Pharmacy 
businesses through bankruptcy over the past 10 years. 
In any normal business goodwill is based on profitability 
However in Pharmacy this is not the case. There are not too many stores if at 
all that are sold these days for less than 1 to 2 million dollars. At that price for 
any regular business you would expect a good bottom line. 
Well that's not the case in Pharmacy. Most of the stores we see sold are either 
breaking even or losing money once you take out Owner wages. 
What's worse is that many stores are leveraged to the hill with the banks and 
have leases that are totally unsustainable because most Pharmacists have no 
choice but to sign with ruthless landlords particularly in shopping centres 
because the rules themselves these days give all the power to the Landlords. 
There has been lots of talk about why people are abandoning the profession or 
are disillusioned by the current state of play. 
We believe that's because for the average newly qualified pharmacist they 
probably see it being impossible to own their own store because of this high 
cost of entry 
Furthermore a high cost for goodwill which in many cases is for an unprofitable 
and unviable store 
Alison and I were lucky to be in the right place at the right time to partner up 
with the right people when we started to help support us to get off the ground 
for our first Pharmacy 



Before 1990 anyone could get a free number and open anywhere they liked 
This drove innovation back then and many of the power players of today in the 

Pharmacy world got to where they were because they got in at a low entry 
price and were able to apply their skills in their own stores. 

Stores that made handsome profits in the 80s and 90s when margins for 
dispensing were very high and added to the fact they could take full advantage 
of the generous generic trading terms. 

For many of these stores they continued to trade in the same style over many 
years relying solely on these huge margins. Unfortunately many of these stores 
still look or trade the same as they did back in the 80s and 90s 
The problem with these stores now is that the margins are now gone from the 
dispensary and because of lack of innovation (mainly because there was lack of 
competition forcing them to change} haven't been able to find additional 
revenue sources elsewhere from within their businesses to keep them viable 

Unfortunately at the same time for many of these stores the thing that has 
never been eroded is this artificial goodwill value of these stores which are still 
priced out of reach of most newly qualified Pharmacists 
With no new entrants there will continue to be no innovation in Pharmacy and 
that's why these rules have to go 
The industry needs a trigger to drive innovation 
The old Guild adage that "if it's not broken then why change the current 
system" is wrong 
If everyone took that position we would get no where in life 
I was a big fan of the Blackberry in its day and I still miss it today but their 
leaders probably had that "Old Guard Guild" mentality ..... lf it's not broke why 

change 
Innovation then came and the I Phone was born and the innovation that was so 
great that even the most loyal of Blackberry user (and that's me} changed 
Can you imagine a world today if the smart phone didn't evolve from the 
simple blackberry. We would still get phone calls and get the data but nowhere 
to the level at which it is delivered today 
No way near as flexible and dynamic as what we get today from your average 
smart phone 
These relocation rules and freeze on new numbers has seen pharmacy outside 
our organisation pretty much run the same as it was back in the 80s and 90s 
So much like the Blackberry example patients can still get their scripts filled at 
these stores but without new innovation or new entrants where is the next 
generation Game Changing Pharmacy offering going to come from? 



I travel to many parts of Australia regularly, most pharmacies I see both 
regionally and in built up urban areas are still stuck in a time warp. 
The Australian public of today deserve better 

I'm sure there is a young Steve Jobs type person out there that will 
revolutionise pharmacy in the future 

Unfortunately with these laws unless this person inherits a family fortune or 
wins a lottery this is never going to happen 
The public gets stuck with us and the rest of the industry 

Plus that "old guard" who made their fortunes in the 80s who are still holding 
on for dear life to these anticompetitive rules that blocks the next generation 
of innovative pharmacy owners opening in competition to them 
What's worse is that "Old Guard" I keep mentioning expect the next 
generation to pay 2 mill+ on average for their now unprofitable pharmacies 
when they decide to get out 
Our belief for abolishment of all relocation rules and ownership rules is what 
we believe is good for Australian consumers moving forward into the future 
Australians deserve the variety of choice of how they have their healthcare 
delivered. 
Damien's submission mentions todays number of Pharmacies being only a 
fraction higher than when the freeze on new numbers came in 1990. Since 
then the Australian population has risen dramatically and there are many areas 
of Australia whose population to Pharmacy ratio is way over what it should be. 
The laws were brought in to provide an even distribution of Pharmacies to 
service where people live evenly throughout Australia. 
It's had 6 revisions since day one and yet it's clear from the evidence with 
these big fluctuations of Population ratios to Pharmacies that these rules 
haven't worked or are in fact making the unevenness of distribution worse. 
Again I have to shake my head when I hear that old saying from many within 
our profession "If it's not Broken why change it?" 
Guys look at the facts and the ratios and the clustering of Pharmacies in some 
areas leaving the Ratio of population per Pharmacies at 2000 compared to 
other parts of Australia where this ratio is closer 10,000 per Pharmacy. 
That's what these rules were supposed to prevent. The current system is not 
only broken ... its overdue for a complete overhaul! 

When it comes to Pharmacy there should be more choice for consumers. 
We have around 5 and a half thousand Pharmacies in Australia today. What's 
wrong if tomorrow there were 10,000 pharmacies? 
I can only see upside for the customer with more choice and lots of upside for 
employee Pharmacists as there would be loads more work. 



There is no downside for the Taxpayer as there is only a finite amount of 
scripts written each year 

The only downside is for those Pharmacists who want to keep the status quo. 

Those who want to hang onto these outdated Pharmacies where there is no 
incentive for them to innovate because they are protected from competition 
We welcome competition because we know it will keep us motivated to be 
always looking to continue to improve our offer and service to our patients if 
we want to survive in the future 

Whether that be in the form of new graduates opening their stores anywhere 
and at any time from scratch or from overseas entrants like Boots, Watsons, 
Rite Aid delivering their offer to Australians 
Others have questioned our motives as to why we want all rules abolished on 
relocation and ownership in Pharmacy 

Both Alison and I wholeheartedly think this is what is best for the Australian 
consumer 
For Alison and I financially, the current rules suit us fine. The more we think 
about it the more we think why are we writing to the committee to push for 
these rules to change? 
Another 20 years until we retire based on what our businesses do today we 
will leave our family and the next generation in a very comfortable position 
We have very profitable stores because we belong to a powerful retail group 
that constantly evolved over the years to create a sustainable model that 
delivered a great offer to consumers at affordable prices. 
If current rules remain as is please consider how much more powerful the 
existing CWH network of stores will be if the rules stay as is for another 
decade? 
Another decade of no new entrants, no new players with new innovative ideas 
to offer an alternative to CWH within the Pharmacy market that customers will 
gravitate to. 
The fact is these relocation rules financially, suit us fine personally, because the 
stores we own do really well where they trade and the fact that these laws 
stop someone else from opening up nearby means we all set & we have no 
worries for the future viability of our stores. Alison and I are indeed very 
fortunate because no business in the world has the protection from 
competition that our businesses have. 
I know it would never happen but we could start getting lazy, stop opening 
early or late trading, start ignoring customers, stop the afternoon delivery runs 
to the elderly ... hey we could even raise our prices! 



Basically we could do what we want because we know the customers would 
have no other option in the areas that we trade but to put up with it and 
continue to shop in our stores 

That's what we could get away with because these rules would protect us if we 
were so inclined to stop some of the things we do now. 
How is this scenario any good for the Australian consumer in the future? 
The answer is it's not. 
These rules lead to complacency in our industry 
They create an anti-competitive environment 
Deregulation in both the ownership laws and relocation laws is well overdue 

We believe it's time for a change in Retail Pharmacy because it will improve 
access to Pharmacy to more Australians in the future 



Conclusion 

We have heard a lot of arguments on both sides of the debate on these 
relocation rules and ownership laws since we first started in Pharmacy over 28 
years ago 

No matter how you cut these comments there is no question everyone has a 
vested interest as to why these laws should be either'tetained or abolished 
Our only wish from you as you consider all the many statements you will no 
doubt read through over the next month or so it that you please consider why 
this review was commissioned in the first place 

This review should not be about how to guarantee the livelihood of existing 
individual pharmacy owners and that includes both Alison and I 
It shouldn't be about inventing ways to keep unsustainable businesses viable 

The current review we believe is about what is good for the Australian 
consumer and improving the access to their healthcare needs into the future 

That's all that matters in the end and I trust you will keep this top of mind 
when considering all the submissions and then making your recommendations 

Regards, 

Mario Tascone 
B.Pharm.M.P.S. 

Chief Operating Officer 
My Chemist/CWH Group 
44 Raglan st 
Preston Vic 3072 
Melbourne Australia 
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B.Pharm M.P.S. 

Pharmacist 
My Chemist/CWH Group 
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